The paper described how the results of measurements of inflow wastewater temperature in the chamber, a degree of external and internal recirculation in the biological-mechanical wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) in Cedzyna near Kielce, Poland, were used to make predictions of settleability of activated sludge. Three methods, namely: multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS), random forests (RF) and modified random forests (RF + SOM) were employed to compute activated sludge settleability. The results of analysis indicate that modified random forests demonstrate the best predictive abilities.
Introduction
One of the parameters that determine the efficiency of wastewater treatment sludge technology is the capacity of sedimentation. In the case of its deterioration increase the amount of slurry and coal in wastewater effluent from the secondary settling tank over the limit values in treated sewage. Therefore, in order to prevent the above-mentioned problems, mathematical models should be used for predicting the parameters describing the settleability process. Due to the complex biochemical processes in the settlings and its metastable character, the index of sediment being inherently variable intense, will not be in any case an optimal source of data for forecasting WWTP. Therefore, an alternative approach based on extensive variable expressed by settling seems appropriate. In view of the above observations, it is advisable to create mathematical models to predict the above discussed parameter processing. A review of the literature [1] shows that there were no attempts to develop mathematical models of a physical or statistical character.
To assess the functioning of sewage treatment plants (STP) and the variability of technological parameters of activated sludge and wastewater are used computer programs (WEST, STOAT, BioWIN, SIMBA, etc.), But in order to calibrate mathematical prams in the above-mentioned models, it is necessary to gather information about the parameters that describe the processes occurring in the individual objects of a STP. In practice, there are many interactions between the parameters that describe the processes running on the STP which leads to numerous problems at the stage of calibration models. Therefore, the forecasts of the STP used models of black box, which at the stage of learning model is generated structure model without the need to know the physics of the analyzed phenomenon. One of the most commonly used for this purpose methods are artificial neural networks [2] [3] [4] [5] , but there are also used other methods such as vectors carrying, tree reinforced models, autoregressive MARS (multivariate adaptive regression splines) and the like. The former method is a modification of the classical model MLP (multi-layer perceptron) where the hidden layer represents a non-linear projection of a vector set of input data characteristics of the space in which they are linearly separable. Trees are strengthened modification of the classical model of regression trees, while in the method MARS relationship is linear regression spline function of a conditional character. Within the methods of the black box an interesting solution is also random forests [6, 7] increasingly used for modeling both the quantity and quality of upstream and downstream of the WWTP as well as forecasting processes taking place in different places of the plant.
When, in the analyzed phenomenon there may occur seasonal changes, it is advisable to its forecasts to create hybrid models combining a model of a classification with regression models mentioned above. In these models the first stage of calculating training set, using a suitable algorithm discriminatory type of method k -medium [8] , c -medium [9] , self-organizing neural networks [10] , is divided into appropriate classes, within which they are made predictions based on independent models. In many cases [11, 12] , this approach can improve the ability of predictive mathematical model, but in a situation of extremely diverse number of data in each class or insufficient input data there may be problems at the stage of learning and testing statistical models.
In view of the above comments in the publication presents the concept of the hybrid model as a combination of self-organizing artificial neural networks and methods of random forests. In this method, at the stage of classification, data from the training set are divided into classes and information about the appropriate allocation to them is an additional variable in the forest random model. A hybrid model presented in this paper was used to predict settleability. The results of calculations were compared with the results of the analyzes received by MARS and random forests methods.
The object of investigations
The facility in Cedzyna located in the province Swietokrzyskie, Poland, is a mechanical-biological WWTP with aerobic sludge stabilization having a capacity Q av of 1215 m
Methodology
In the present study to determine the settleability (SE) in the biological reactor chamber the results of the following measurements were used: the temperature of waste water in the chamber (T), the inflow (Q), degree of external (REC ext ) and inernal (REC int ) recirculation conducted during the period from 17.06.2011 to 31.12.2015. To determine settleability some methods of black box were used, which include MARS, random forests and modified random forests method basing on self-organizing neural networks.
In this paper examined combinations of variables described above, where in consideration of each analyzed scenario that takes into account the degree of external and internal recirculation. Results of analyzes examined the possibility of predicting the value of settleability SE(t) on the basis of the temperature of the sludge T(t) and inflow Q(t) to the WWTP. Next, we analyzed the possibility of predicting the
SE(t) value basing only on the instantaneous values of inflows to the WWTP -Q(t-1) and Q(t-2) and the temperatures T(t-1) and T(t-2).
In the last stage of the analysis examined variants that include the ability to model the SE(t) values on the basis of the previous measurement results of the settleability.
Prior to the creation of mathematical models the input and output signals should be standardized using the equation [4, 13] :
wherein: ̅ -the normalized value of i-th element of X by min-max method, x i -the value of i-th element of X registered at the time of measurement, max X -the maximum value of a single element in the parameters set X, min. X -the minimum value of a single element of the set X. The methods of black box utilized for determining the settleability process in this work are shortly described in the next part of this paper.
MARS (Multivariate adaptive regression splines)
Method MARS is one of the many exploration methods for solving problems of regression and is an extension of the classical approach of explanatory variables in the regression model. Besides taking into account the overall impact of predictors (as in the classical regression model) method MARS ranges of variation in the input data are divided into compartments in which individual predictors may have different effects on sludge settleability. The limits of separation are based on the threshold values (t), which means that depending on whether the variable has a value below or above the parameter t, this can be included in the model with various weights, or other signs. The distinction between the various input variables for smaller and larger values than the threshold value t i is made using the basis function [14] :
where h(X) -vector of the basis functions for the selected variables for which the relationship is satisfied:
The regression relationship in the MARS method makes the spline function obtained from the product of the linear combination of the basis functions and respective weights, which can be expressed:
Equation (4) shows that the mathematical model of method MARS can be represented as a weighted sum of the selected basis functions from all of the available functions h(x i ), taking into account the values of the explanatory variables included in the input data. For the estimation of the model parameters, a special algorithm is used, by means of which observation space is searched to determine the threshold values (nodes) [14] .
RF (Random forests)
Random forests algorithm was proposed in paper [15] . In the first stage sampling from the training set of n elements is carried out k times, permitting repetition. Subsequently, based on the received collections are created regression trees, where the construction process is modified so that each node of the tree makes the best division which is not based on all attributes but only on the drawn ones (explanatory variables). In this way, a k -regression trees forming the forest are obtained on the basis of which the forecast is determined, which consists in calculating the arithmetic average of the individual forecasts of individual trees as a result of the entire model.
The most important advantages of random forests is their empirically demonstrated effectiveness [15] and a small number of parameters control their activity. In this case, the user must actually primarily decide how many trees will comprise forest. This is a significant advantage compared to the neural network or a support vector regression method, where the number of parameters (and thus the number of possible variants of settings) is large. Random forests algorithm can not check out a significant number of explanatory information, where only a small number of them has a decisive influence on the analyzed phenomenon. In this publication, due to the small number of variables, there is no such risk.
SOM (Self-organizing neural networks)
The most common type of network referred to as self-organized have been presented in the paper [16] . They belong to the network learned without a teacher, which means that at the training stage, for setting the input is not provided on the output patterns. So, the task of the network is to create these patterns on the stage of learning and self-classify the input data. With the algorithm, which is used in most of the SOM neurons representing similar classes which are next to each other to form an ordered map, making it possible to determine the relationship between the classes received. Self-organizing neural networks are composed of two layers: the input and output (competitive) in the form of one or two-dimensional array. In contrast to other types of networks discussed neural networks do not have the hidden layer, each neuron of competitive layer is connected to all the neurons of the input layer. Discussed neural network is one way in which individual neurons are connected to all components of the n -dimensional input vector X. Scales connections of neurons form the vector w i = [w i1 , w i2 , .., w in ] T . Vector of input signals before learning process is subjected to a standardized, which can be written:
Once stimulated the network by the input vector x the competition stage will win such a neuron, for which the weights at least differ from the corresponding components of the vector x. Winner, the w m neuron, satisfies the relationship [16] :
where: w m -weight vector of the neuron winning, d(x, w i ) -distance (usually Euclidean) between the vector presented input pattern (x) and the weight vector (w i ), i -the number of outputs. At the stage of learning self-organizing neural network is defined by the number of neurons forming topological layers and the number of teaching periods.
Considering the fact that the methods of classification are used in conjunction with models of regression and improve the ability of predictive mathematical models, which is why they are being increasingly used in the discussion of practical documented through publications [11, 12, 17] . The review of the literature shows [10, 18] , that these analyzes are made by hybrid models which are usually a combination of self-organizing artificial neural network with another type of neural network (probabilistic, multi-layer perceptron, recurrent). However, the above-described approaches has its disadvantages, especially in case they have a small amount of input data or when the yields as a result of the classification is characterized by significant differences. In these cases there may be problems at the stage of learning and testing a regression mathematical model. For this purpose, it seems logical to use the discriminatory model for the distribution of training set for the classification purpose of X = [x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ] and determine the vector:
and u i = 1 → u n≠i = 0 constituting an additional explanatory variable (Boolean) in a mathematical model of classification or regression. Noteworthy is the fact that the approach outlined above requires no additional separation of training data on the appropriate classification. The resultant vector u of using discriminatory model complements the input data contained in the form of a vector X. Finally, one can say that predictor explaining the value of y (independent variable) in this case (vectors carrying, artificial neural networks, tree reinforced etc.) is a vector X ' = [X, u] . In the present study to determine the vector u being the basis for classification of input data applied self-organizing Kohonen neural network type of a topological layer 2 · 2, while the number of periods at the stage of learning was a 1000. The thus obtained vector (u) provide an additional variable of a Boolean model to forecast settleability using random forests method in which they have already taken into account the sediment temperature, instantaneous flow and the value of SE in the final measurements. In order to carry out a proper learning of the analyzed in this study models (RF, RF + SOM, MARS) and the appropriate evaluation of their operation, a division of the data sets (learner -50%, validating -25% and the test -25%) have been done.
Criteria for evaluation of the models
In order to assess the predictive ability of the above described models commonly used measures were applied which include: -mean error ( Where the subscripts: obs -refers to measured values, pred -refers to calculated values, n -refers to number of elements in the set, in our case n = 4652.
Calculation results
The results of calculation carried out using statistical methods (classical RF and modified RF + SOM) and MARS method are presented in Table 1 . For the WWTP in Cedzyna, being under consideration in this paper, a random number of forest trees varied from 50 to 100 and in the MARS method the amount of the base functions varied in the range of 5-10. Analyses show that in the case of the forecast value SE(t) based on the temporary inflow of Q(t) and the temperature of the sludge T(t), the best results of settleability simulation obtained using modified random forests method (RF + SOM), for which the error values are: MAE = 57. 8 3 and MAPE = 8.8%. Furthermore, based on the performed simulation, it was found that the methods RF and MARS inclusion in the model based on the SE(t) with the additional values of T(t-1) leads to a slight improvement in the accuracy of predictions settleability values. In order to visualize the results of calculations obtained using the modified random forests method compared them with the measurement ones (Fig. 1) .
Conclusions
It was found that the methods MARS and random forests (RF) may be used for mathematical modelling of the settleability process. Carried out calculations showed that introduction of the additional variable of a classification type, based on the self organizing neural networks, into the random forest model leads to a significant improvement in the predictive ability of the such improved RF method. It is confirmed by the values given in Table 1 . On the other hand, comparable results of the settleability process forecast were obtained using the methods MARS and RF. Calculations have shown that the best results in the settleability process predicting were obtained when the values of the settleability and temperature specified in the previous measurement were the data input to the model.
